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Foreword 
The report is edited by Thomas Lundberg and Leif Sjögren, VTI. Co-authors are 
Arne Lindeberg, Vägverket Kerstin Svartling, Vägverket Johan Dahlgren, 
Vägverket and Hans Holm, Geodesigruppen. 

This report describes experience acquired from the qualification test of road 
surface monitoring survey services, 1996-2000. This includes the approach and 
implementation of prequalification surveys in connection with the procurement of 
road surface surveys in 1996 and 2000. This report is an updated version of a 
previous report written in Swedish (Vägverket, Publikation 2000:65). The 
translation is done by Kathleen Ohlsen, Swedish National Road Administration 
(SNRA). Prequalification surveys were carried out to be able to choose suppliers 
of road network surveys of road condition as well as to approve suppliers of 
project level surveys. In addition, a general description is given of the different 
parameters that are used to describe the road condition today and parameters that 
are expected to be used in the future. 

The compiled documentation from these tests is available at the Swedish 
National Road Administration (SNRA) in Borlänge, Sweden under the project 
title Procurement of road surface surveys 1996, 1997 and 2000. 
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1 Introduction 
The aim of this report is to summarise and report the experience acquired from the 
comparative surveys conducted in 1996, 1997 and 2000 in connection with the 
Swedish National Road Administration’s procurement of road surface survey 
services. The main conclusions concerning the survey results are presented. 
Further, the report also contains findings related to the development of a method 
that was a prerequisite for the work. Basic background information is also given 
about the parameters and survey methods used. In the section entitled ”Grey 
zone”, a few grounds on which survey vehicles can be used to verify contracted 
surfacing works are presented on the basis of the survey results obtained. 

The report is organised as follows. After a brief background, there is a 
descriptive summary of the tests and the results of the procurement process. This 
is followed by a chapter on parameters and survey strategies as background 
information for the subsequent chapters on test procedures and results obtained on 
the test sections (verification measurements using other survey equipment), 
project level sections and road network surveys. What was learned from the 
project approach and method design is then covered in another chapter. The next 
chapter presents the method specification at road project surveys and the bases for 
using such surveys. The report is concluded with a short chapter on new 
parameters/indicators and developments in technology. 

 
2 Summary 
The survey results in both 1996 and 2000 were considered good enough so that 
the companies taking part could be approved as suppliers at the project level. The 
survey results have also seen improvement, and after the analyses in 2000, it could 
be determined that the results in most cases were better, or much better than what 
was achieved in 1996. Although we are getting a good level of accuracy in the 
project level surveys, we ought to be able to reduce the discrepancy between the 
participating suppliers even more. We also have a method specification for 
surveys at the project level that guarantees sufficient repeatability. The following 
can be ascertained from the survey results in 2000 concerning repeatability: 

- IRI was very good, and in some cases acceptable 
- the maximum rut depth was good or good enough 
- crossfall was good or acceptable 
- longitudinal profile was good enough. 

 
For surveys at the road network level, the Swedish National Road Administration 
(SNRA) ultimately chose to contract only one supplier on both procurement 
occasions due to insufficient reproducibility on the part of the other. Data from 
road network surveys must be comparable over time and between different parts 
of the country. If the SNRA chose to use several data suppliers with different 
types of equipment, decisions based on the data from road network surveys should 
not depend on what supplier or type of equipment that was used to collect data. 
One prerequisite for being able to make corrections between different suppliers is 
that each can achieve a sufficiently high level of reproducibility. The quality 
control procedure used during the procurement process, and also in the ordinary 
surveys, makes it possible to maintain the same reproducibility during the contract 
period.  
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As for the test method as such, the following conclusions can be drawn 
regarding the test sections and project level surveys.  A suitable combination of 
these can provide a good picture of performance as regards accuracy and 
repeatability for the different types of equipment. Even if the tests were designed 
to reduce subjective dependence from the human (operator) as far as possible, this 
is something that still must be taken into consideration. 

Since the surveys are performed on non-permanent test sites, the results with 
respect to accuracy, repeatability, etc are not fully comparable between the 
separate test occasions, partially because it might not always be possible to use the 
same test sites on different occasions and partially because the condition have 
changed on those that can be used again. It would be desirable to have access to a 
permanent test site as a supplement. 

The results obtained from test sections and project level surveys cannot simply 
be translated to the road network as a whole for the following reasons: 

- The survey procedure varies. On the test sections, this involves starting from 
a standstill and assistance in lateral placement. 

- It is impossible for a limited number of test sections to be able to represent 
the entire paved road network. 

- For surveys at the road network level, minor systematic differences between 
the different types of equipment are noticeable. However, it can be difficult 
to distinguish these differences from random variations when analysing the 
results from the test surveys. 

 
The following conclusions can be drawn as far as the road network survey is 
concerned. If data from the different types of equipment is not directly 
comparable, it must be possible to make a conversion. Discrepancies can be 
related to the equipment or the driver and they can vary with respect to road 
surface characteristics as well as the road width and alignment. In other words, it 
is quite a complicated task to check comparability and set up conversion 
algorithms when necessary. The experience acquired in the surveys and analyses 
in 1997 has shown how very difficult it is first to analyse the reasons for the 
differences and then transform these into various conversion algorithms. Greater 
agreement between the survey results from different suppliers might be possible 
through a standardisation of the equipment and standardised operator training, 
including better course follow-up routines. 

One way to make clear the requirement on comparability is that if several types 
of equipment are used, it must be possible to conduct the survey with one of them 
and use another for quality control purposes without this meaning a need to lower 
the requirements. One prerequisite for a conversion between different types of 
equipment to be possible at all is that each of these can show a sufficiently high 
level of reproducibility.  

In summary, we can ascertain that the tests conducted so far have provided a 
valuable contribution to our knowledge and expertise, and thus a good foundation 
on which to continue the work on developing methods with respect to: 

- What is needed to be able to set up and implement a test and analysis 
programme for comparison surveys primarily at non-permanent test sites? 

- The methods and resources needed to be able to compare survey results 
obtained from the equipment being tested and the results from verification 
surveys performed at the same place using another equipment. 
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This also provides a good foundation for being able to develop and implement 
new parameters / indicators that is needed to monitor the road surface condition in 
the future 
 
3 Background  
The Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA) has, for a great many years 
in succession, used data from road surface surveys collected by survey vehicles as 
the basis for maintenance management on paved roads. Today, this constitutes a 
substantial amount of the data input supplied to the PMS (Pavement Management 
System) used by the Administration. Apart from its being sufficiently accurate, 
the data is expected to be comparable over time and between different parts of the 
country. Road surface surveys performed by survey vehicles are also being used 
to an increasingly greater extent for project control of contracted works (project 
level surveys). Accuracy and comparability are important with respect to these 
surveys as well. Simpler types of survey equipment are also used for project 
control.  

If there are several types of equipment available on the market, the question 
naturally arises as to whether they are equivalent. Do these relatively complex and 
technically sophisticated survey systems deliver comparable data? The 
comparability either between different types of equipment or between different 
units of a particular type of equipment must be able to be tested. It must be 
possible to check this both during the procurement process as well as throughout a 
contract period as a spot test or if the equipment is changed. Similarly, it should 
also be possible to check the less sophisticated types of survey devices. 
Corresponding means of quality control are also needed when evaluating 
developments. 

There are no permanent test sites for this. Neither have there been any 
established methods for how these tests should be carried out. Thus, the tests that 
were conducted in 1996 and 1997 during the SNRA’s procurement of road surface 
surveys were characterised by a significant element of method development. This 
was highly useful in the design, implementation and analysis of corresponding 
tests at the next procurement in 2000. The findings were also used to some extent 
in the survey equipment tests that were carried out in the FEHRL (Forum of 
European Highway Research Laboratoy) FILTER project, which was the 
European component of the PIARC experiment (EVEN) involving the 
harmonisation of results from longitudinal and transversal profilometers.  

The data supply for a PMS is an important element in maintaining credibility 
from the point of view of input being as reliable and comprehensive as could 
reasonably be expected. For many years, the SNRA has been using information on 
rut depth and unevenness (IRI) in road maintenance management. It is desirable 
for a number of reasons to supplement these condition parameters with new ones. 
Needless to say, the parameters used today do not illuminate all the interesting 
aspects of such a multi-faceted problem as the maintenance of paved roads. 
Reliability can also be increased through several independent, objective surveys. 
By introducing new parameters based on making better use of the road surface 
surveys conducted today, and indicators based on other surveys, such as crack 
measurements, the scope of the information available could be considerably 
improved.  
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What characterises developments in this field is the long time it takes to move 
from idea via prototypes and introduction to the sufficiently long data series 
obtained through stable operation. When developing new parameters, it is 
essential to have access to the know-how and technology that make it possible to 
conduct different types of comparative studies. This is an important resource in 
other road-related researchareas and development as well. 

The tests that have been conducted so far have provided a valuable contribution 
to our knowledge and expertise, and thus a good foundation on which to continue 
the work on developing methods with respect to: 

- What is needed to be able to set up and implement a test and analysis 
programme for comparison surveys primarily at non-permanent test sites? 

- The methods and resources needed to be able to compare survey results 
obtained from the equipment being tested and the results from verification 
surveys performed at the same place using another equipment. 

 
4 Procurement and trials in 1996, 1997 and 2000 
The first time road surface surveys were procured in open market competition was 
in 1996. Since then, an additional procurement was conducted in 2000 for the 
period 2001-2004. On both these occasions the contract was pre-announced and 
awarded through a negotiated procedure. The procurement consisted of the 
following two parts: 

- selection of supplier for road network surveys for the contract period 
- approval of suppliers for project level surveys (surveys on road sections for 

project control of contracted works). 
 
In 1996, three companies with a total of five types of equipment participated in 
the procurement. Three types of equipment (from two companies) took part in the 
tests for the road network survey. In 2000, there were four companies taking part 
with a total of five types of equipment. Two of these participated with their own 
type of equipment in the tests for the road network surveys. Approval for surveys 
at the project level could on both occasions refer to one or several of the 
parameters specified in the tender documents. 

Preparatory studies were conducted in 1995. The method to be used in the 
procurement was developed through analysing different field trials.  

In 1996 and 2000, comparative surveys were performed during a period of 
about three weeks as follows: 

- Test sections 
This entailed some ten short sections where the road surface was also 
surveyed by other types of equipment. Due to the fact that other survey 
equipment had been used to geometrically determine the road surface, an 
independent reference had been obtained. The sections were chosen to 
provide characteristic results for different parameters; e.g. in the case of 
IRI, this meant some sections being quite smooth and others that were 
extremely rough. The equipment being tested surveyed each section 
several times at three different speeds. In order for each individual run to 
be as similar as possible (comparability) a guidance line was painted on 
the road to help the driver keep the same lateral position. 
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- Project level surveys 

This entailed longer sections without lateral position guidance, where the 
survey was to be performed in compliance with the method specification 
under conditions similar to ordinary surveys.  

 
-  Road network surveys 

This entailed surveying about 1 000 kilometres of road under conditions 
similar to ordinary surveys. This test was conducted on different circuits 
of different road standard, and also comprised more quality control, in 
other words the survey results were verified by another vehicle with 
another crew. 

 
4.1 Project level surveys 1996 
The following conclusions were drawn with regard to the project level surveys 
subsequent to the analyses conducted in 1996. The conclusions constituted an 
evaluation based on the measurement accuracy requirements for different 
parameters as specified in the SNRA’s General Technical Specifications [VÄG 
94] for major road repairs. The survey results were as follows. The measurement 
of  
- IRI was considered good 
- rut depth was considered acceptable 
- crossfall failed approval as verification for the requirements in VÄG 94. 

Despite this, the crossfall survey results were considered to be quite good. The 
accuracy of the measurement technology and the requirements specified should 
be synchronised. 

- There was a somewhat greater distribution than desired between the different 
equipment. This distribution varied for the different parameters. 

 
4.2 Project level surveys 2000 
After the analyses in 2000 with respect to the project level surveys, it could be 
ascertained that the survey results were better or even much better than in 1996. In 
a few cases they were at worst the same as in the 1996 survey.. The survey results 
were as follows. The measurement of 
- IRI was in most cases very good, and in few cases acceptable 
- the maximum rut depth was good or good enough 
- crossfall was good or acceptable 
- longitudinal profile was good enough. 
 
4.3 Road network surveys 1996 and 1997 
For the road network surveys performed in 1996, differences were found between 
the different types of equipment, and these differences were so large that a 
conversion between them would be necessary to obtain comparability in time and 
space. Supplementary surveys were performed in 1997 to determine whether it 
would be possible to use different types of equipment during the contract period. 
In addition to an extensive programme of road network surveys, supplementary 
surveys were also performed on test sections and road projects to be able to 
compare the results with those obtained the previous year. The programme 
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included a total of 5 000 km of road network survey per type of equipment. 
Subsequent to these analyses, the SNRA was able to determine that it was not 
possible to perform conversions on the basis of the survey results obtained in the 
study. 

Neither was it possible to use correction factors to improve the survey results 
in order to achieve sufficient comparability at an acceptable level of confidence. 
The results were not appreciably improved when comparing several different 
typical cases and trying to develop more complicated (non-linear) conversion 
equations. The following includes the correlations that could be ascertained for 
the study and analysis: 

- the primary reason was insufficient reproducibility in one of the equipment 
types. 

- the different types of equipment should achieve about the same 
reproducibility between surveys to be able to provide acceptable 
congruence. 

- it is not impossible to achieve sufficient comparability between different 
types of equipment if repeatability and reproducibility maintain a high level 
of quality. 

 
The SNRA therefore decided to use only one type of equipment for road network 
surveys during the period, 1997–2000. 
 
4.4 Road network survey 2000 
For the road network surveys performed in 2000, it was found that one unit 
differed from the others. The discrepancies were so large that the requirements on 
reproducibility were not met with respect to maximum rut depth. Added to this 
was insufficient repeatability for this particular unit in contrast to the others. This 
can be summarised as follows: 
- insufficient reproducibility for one of the types of equipment. 
- poor repeatability for one of the units. 

 
The SNRA therefore decided to use only one type of equipment for road network 
surveys during the period 2001–2004. 

 
 

5 Road surface characteristics and parameters 
It is very difficult to measure and describe the complexity of the road surface and 
its characteristics. To be able to handle this in any kind of comprehensible way at 
all, the condition of the road surface must be rendered as a number of indicators 
that satisfy the need for information. Further, it must be technically possible and 
practically feasible to measure the indicator. Changing the indicators, often called 
parameters, must occur in an ”ordered form” so that they will be sustainable and 
comparable over time. This means being able to determine them at a certain 
degree of estimated accuracy and defines them by a known calculation algorithm. 

The road surface has two characteristics that are basic to most of the 
parameters obtained from the survey vehicles: longitudinal and transversal 
unevenness. It must be observed that this is an over-simplification of reality, since 
a road is actually uneven in all directions. 
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Figure 1 Three-dimensional image of a road. 

 
The SNRA has, however, decided to make a differentiation between unevenness 
along and across the road, which is natural since vehicles mostly travel in the 
longitudinal direction and several important characteristics can be described as 
parameters across the road. 

The information about the road that the SNRA needs in its operations is: 
- the road surface standard provided for road users. 
- basic input for its annual accounting for the results of maintenance and 

operations. 
- basic input to assess, plan and procure maintenance and operations works. 
- basic input for making prognoses of changes in the road condition. 

 
This knowledge provides a basis on which to calculate such effects as vehicle 
costs, noise, comfort, increased accident risk, vibrations, etc. 
 
5.1 Strategy for road network surveys 
Road network surveys are intended to provide basic input for: 
- a presentation of the condition and the need for remedial action 
- a presentation of the results achieved 
- the allocation of funds 
- an assessment of when different maintenance measures should be undertaken 

and to verify deterioration assumptions. The surveys are also used to determine 
initial values for deterioration models. 

- an indication of where to take remedial action 
- R&D. 
 
The road network surveys are divided into a national programme and 
supplementary surveys based on remaining regional needs. The national 
programme comprises an overall assessment based on various aspects. It is 
intended among other things to satisfy national needs and constitute a sufficient 
basis for the SNRA to have access to qualified road survey services.  
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Included in the national programme for 2001–2004 are: 
 
I. Roads that are surveyed annually: 

European Highways, national highways and roads with an AADT > 4000. 
Major roads exposed to heavy traffic. 
This is less extensive than the primary road network that used to be surveyed 
every year. 
Scope: approx. 18 000 km. 

 
II. Roads that are surveyed every other year: 

Primary county roads (road numbers < 500). 
Major roads less exposed to heavy traffic. 
This is a new intermediate class that includes the remaining part of the former 
trunk road network. 
Scope approx.11 000 km. 

 
III. Roads that are surveyed every third year: 

Remaining paved roads (excluding roads that are unsuitable for survey 
vehicles due to their width and alignment). 
Scope: approx. 50 000 km. 

 
IV. Roads where major repair works have been undertaken. 
 Roads that have been given a new wearing course (not spot repairs) but not 

included in project level surveys should be surveyed no later than one year 
after repair. 

 
Supplementary surveys: 
 
V. Other roads. 

Based on regional needs beyond the national programme. This could, for 
example, be: 
- More frequent surveys than the survey cycle above. 
- All the traffic lanes in one direction on a motorway or multi-lane highway. 
- Supplementary surveys of all the traffic lanes in both directions as basic 

input for planning and design. 
 
Annual volume: 
 
I–III accounts for the basic volume that the SNRA is prepared to contract for the 
procurement period 2001-2004. Based on an assumed scope for categories I-III, 
the following annual volume has been obtained: 
 
Category Scope Annual volume 
I approx.: 18 000 approx.: 18 000 
II approx.: 11 000 approx.: 6 000 
III approx.: 50 000 approx.: 17 000 
Total approx.: 80 000 approx.: 40 000 
 
Added to this is the annual volume for categories IV and V. 
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5.2 Strategy for project level surveys 
The purpose of project level surveys intended for verification is to: 
- verify the product delivered and provide a basis for adjustment per terms of 

contract 
- uphold the requirements specified in the procurement. 
- provide feedback to the General Technical Specifications. How easy/difficult is 

it to meet different requirements in these technical specifications? 
- supply initial values for deterioration models 
- provide material to evaluate the entire process from choice of road project and 

choice of measure via actual order to product supplied. 
 
The General Technical Specifications should allow for a few different verification 
procedures that offer sufficient accuracy and reproducibility depending on the 
procedure requirements in the respective traffic class and project size. Different 
verification procedures must be economically motivated. 

An important prerequisite is credibility. This demands reliable survey methods 
with requisite accuracy. There should be several impartial suppliers, unrelated to 
either the client or the contractor. The availability of survey services (sufficient 
capacity) is another key question. 

The purpose of project level surveys as a basis for planning and design is to: 
- obtain supplemental input for decision-making. 
- create a basis for detailed further processing; e.g., data supply for pavement 

design through the production of a digital terrain model. 
- provide input for procurement. Information for contractors. 

 
5.3 Basic parameters 
The parameters used by the SNRA are IRI in the right wheel track, maximum rut 
depth and, to a certain extent, crossfall. These parameters describe the road well 
enough to enable the SNRA to make expedient use of the information in its 
current operations. One should, however, be aware of the fact that these three 
parameters do not provide a total picture. New research findings and changes in 
conditions (types of surfacing, traffic volume, percentage heavy traffic, etc) bring 
up the need for additional parameters to supplement the traditional ones. All in all, 
this means that higher demands are continuously being placed on the quality of 
conventional parameters and on defining and developing principles for measuring 
new ones, which along with the recognised ones would better describe the road 
surface. The decision to collect data on the longitudinal profile in both the left and 
right wheel tracks starting from 2001 in the road network surveys means greater 
flexibility through being able to examine and test relevant new findings. Cross 
profile has been included as a compulsory parameter since 1997 in the overall 
road network surveys. 

New research findings, and greater and more refined use of road surface 
surveys at the SNRA governs the development and implementation of new 
parameters in different parts of the operations. 

It is also desirable that ”the Swedish parameters”, are compatible with 
international parameters as far as possible in order to facilitate exchange as well as 
the sharing of experience and research findings between countries. 
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Below is a short description of key parameters and what they mean. The 
parameters described are normally expressed as a mean value for a 20-metre 
section, but can where appropriate be defined for shorter or longer unit lengths; 
e.g., 400 metres, per link, etc. The choice of unit length depends on how the 
survey results will be used. 
 
Positioning 
A basic prerequisite and fundamental to all road surface surveys is the positioning 
of the data obtained in the survey. Due to the fact that the definition of several 
nodes has been changed, primarily on motorways and undivided highways, it is 
very difficult to determine their position. A system to localise nodes has therefore 
been proven necessary as a complement to surveying the driven length. The 
system used today is satellite positioning with real-time correction (DGPS), see 
figure 2. In addition to detecting nodes, a co-ordinate can be obtained for the 
starting point of every 20-metre section. 
 

 
Figure 2 Principal behind DGPS positioning using the EPOS service. 

 
Longitudinal profile 
The longitudinal profile is the basis for many parameters that describe unevenness 
along the road. It is measured almost continuously and presented as the height 
variance along the road over a length of 100 mm. The longitudinal profile is not 
the”true” road profile, but is intended to describe unevenness within wavelength 
intervals of 0.5–100 m. This profile provides the basis for IRI and RMS (root 
mean square) calculations. The following are some areas of application for 
longitudinal profile: 
- PSD (Power Spectrum Density), describes the frequencies on the road, 

particularly useful when analysing periodically recurring unevenness 
- analysis of settlement hollows 
- continuous straightedge analysis. 
- unevenness index (full vehicle models and suspension stroke in heavy 

vehicles). 
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Figure 3 Example of an evaluation of longitudinal profile by means of frequency 
analysis (PSD.) 

 
Longitudinal unevenness – IRI 
IRI is a standardised index of longitudinal unevenness, and can be described as a 
total appraisal of the unevenness that affects those driving on roads the most. This 
total appraisal can actually be described as an effect model; i.e., a low IRI value 
means little effect on the road user and vice versa. Over the years, the SNRA has 
learned how to interpret IRI values for application in its activities. This index is 
based on the longitudinal profile of the road. Apart from being an ”effect model”, 
the index is used to quantify the status and deterioration of the road from the road 
manager’s perspective. Since the IRI is determined in the right wheel track of the 
survey vehicle, it is referred to as IRI right. 
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Figure 4 Principle sketch of the IRI model. 

 
Longitudinal unevenness (other) 
Longitudinal unevenness is considered to be one of the most important indices to 
be able to quantify vehicle wear, comfort and road safety factors originating from 
the pavement surface. 
- IRI in the left wheel track is calculated from the longitudinal profile in the 

survey vehicle’s left wheel track. 
- RMS 0.5–1 m in the left and right wheel track is a description of the road 

unevenness within the wavelength interval 0.5–1 m. 
- RMS 1–3 m in the left and right wheel track is a description of the road 

unevenness within the wavelength interval 1–3 m. 
- RMS 3–10 m in the left and right wheel track is a description of the road 

unevenness within the wavelength interval 3–10 m. 
- RMS 10–30 m in the left and right wheel track is a description of the road 

unevenness within the wavelength interval 10–30 m. 
 
RMS stands for Root Mean Square and in this context can be described as the 
energy content in the road profile within a wavelength interval. 

 

 
Figure 5 Wavelengths and amplification factors for longitudinal unevenness. 
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Texture 
This parameter describes the road surface unevenness on short units of length 
(wavelengths) where the different definitions refer to minor surface unevenness to 
bulges up to 0.5 metres. This parameter is essential for being able to quantify 
many of the surface characteristics that affect road users, like friction, noise (both 
inside the vehicle and in the surroundings), vibration, aquaplaning, vehicle wear, 
comfort, etc. Texture is normally measured both in the wheel tracks as well as in 
between. It is very important to measure the texture in both wheel tracks with 
respect to braking in view of the fact that differences in texture and friction 
properties can cause unwanted lateral forces. Measuring the texture between the 
wheel tracks as well, and comparing this to the texture in the tracks gives an 
indication of the homogeneity of the texture across the road.  

Texture is divided into the following wavelength intervals: 
- Microtexture refers to the wavelength range <0.5 mm. Unfortunately, there 

is no known ”operative” technique for measuring this today. (Area of use: 
friction) 

- Macrotexture is an index of how ”rugged” the surface is, and is calculated 
from the wavelength interval 1-100 mm. (Area of use: noise, separation, 
stripping, bleeding, homogeneity) 

- Megatexture is an index that describes unevenness in the wavelength 
interval 50-500 mm. (Area of use: potholes, pavement joints) 

- MPD (Mean Profile Depth) is measured over 50 mm long road profiles. 
(Area of use: friction.) 

 
Mean cross profile  
The mean cross profile is the basis for many of the parameters that describe 
transversal unevenness. The cross profile is defined with the outer measurement 
points set at zero, in other words crossfall is not included in the description of the 
mean cross profile. A ”zeroed” mean cross profile is calculated every decimetre 
and expressed as a mean value every 20 m. The largest area of use for the mean 
cross profile is naturally when calculating different kinds of rut depth, but can in 
combination with the surface line crossfall be used for several different purposes; 
e.g., 
- detecting edge deformations 
- discovering areas with ”poor” water run-off 
- as input for road design. 
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Figure 6 Example of mean transverse profile. 

Transversal unevenness – rut depth 
Rut depth max is a mean value over a distance of 20 m for the maximum rut depth 
in every one of 200 cross profiles, where 17 points are measured for each. The 
parameter is a quantification of the wheel tracks on the road resulting from traffic 
and causing pavement wear or deformation. This parameter is used by the road 
manager as an indication as to whether or when action needs to be taken on the 
road. Rut depth is defined and calculated using what is called the ”wire surface 
principle”, which means that an imagined wire is stretched taut across the cross 
profile and the greatest deviation from this line measured at a right-angle 
constitutes the maximum rut depth. See Figure 7. 
 
 

S1
S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

S7
S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 

S13 

Measurement point

 

Figure 7 Rut depth calculated using the ”wire surface” principle (S5=max rut 
depth). 

 
Crossfall 
The road crossfall (slope across the direction of travel) is described by two 
definitions, surface line method and the regression line method. The former is 
defined as the slope between the two outer points in the mean cross profile where 
the survey width is 3.2 m. Crossfall according to the regression line method is 
defined as the slope of a line of regression (according to the least squares method) 
through the 17 points in the mean cross profile. These indices can be used to 
determine whether action must be taken on the road from either a road manager or 
road user perspective. An incorrect crossfall increases the accident risk and 
hinders access and mobility for road users. 
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Figure 8 Definition of crossfall. 
 
Other key parameters 
The following describes other key parameters that are defined and can be 
routinely surveyed and determined in actual operations. 
- Rut depth, left (mean value of 200 rut depth values on 20 m of road in the left 

wheel track). 
- Rut depth, right (mean value of 200 rut depth values on 20 m of road in the 

right wheel track). 
- Crossfall regression about 60% (slope of the regression line calculated through 

the 60% right-hand measurement points). 
- Curvature is the horizontal alignment of the road and is expressed as 

10 000/radius. 
- Hilliness indicates the longitudinal gradient on 20 metres of road and is 

expressed as a percent. 
 
The following characteristics and parameters were determined in the surveys 
performed during the procurement process in 2000: 
- Longitudinal profile 
- Mean cross profile 
- Position 
- IRI right 
- Rut depth, max 
- Crossfall using the surface line and regression line methods 
- Curvature 
- Hilliness 
- Texture (to a certain extent) 
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Figure 9 Indicators and parameters that can be measured. 

 
 
 
6 Results from test sections 
6.1 Survey system 
As opposed to surveys or studies on road circuits, the test surveys on short ”road 
sections” involve testing the actual survey vehicle itself under known conditions 
while minimising the driver variable as much as possible. In other words, the 
main purpose is to examine the performance and quality of the actual 
measurement system.  

Figure 10 illustrates a schematic picture of a measurement system. The system 
is subdivided into identifiable functions that can be tested in different trials. 
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Figure 10 General measurement system divided into components that can be 
evaluated. 

 
A symbolises the section to be surveyed. 

Does the section have a sufficient distribution of the normal measurement 
values for the parameter to be surveyed? Is it full of potholes or other surface 
damage? Will the longitudinal unevenness be overly affected by the lateral 
position? Is the section too curvy? It is important to have these factors under 
control and take that into consideration when evaluating the results. 

 
B symbolises the measurement device used to survey the parameter. 

For example, this is how an accelerometer and a distance-measuring laser are 
used to determine the longitudinal profile. How large is the laser’s 
measurement spot? What properties does the measuring transducer have that 
could affect the results? 

 
C symbolises the connections between the measuring transducer and the 

component that performs the calculations or stores the measurement data. 
How is this solved? This point deals primarily with the elimination of 
interference. The signals should not be disturbed by such external factors as 
electromagnetic fields from power lines and mobile telephones. 

 
D and E symbolise both the computer for data processing and storage as well as 

the algorithms and principles used in the calculations. 
For example, are the SNRA method specifications being followed? In some 
cases, calculations and parameter determination are post-processed. This is 
symbolised by G. 
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F refers to the operator/driver and his or her skill in handling the rest of the 
measurement system. 

To what extent are the results influenced by the operator/driver factor? Is there 
a control system available? Was the right section surveyed and was the 
measurement equipment correctly positioned? 

 
G corresponds to D above. 
 
H symbolises the delivery of measurement data. 

Is it delivered as agreed upon? Was it delivered in time? Are qualitative 
concepts used in reference to the data supplied? 

 
6.2 Method for test surveys 
Test surveys were conducted in 1995, 1996, 1997 and 2000. Those conducted in 
1995 can be regarded as a preview for learning the test methods and analyses 
before the ”live” surveys in 1996. Certain variations were subsequently tested at 
the 1997 survey before reverting to the approach taken in 1996 for the surveys in 
2000. 

Initially a number of representative test sections were chosen for the different 
parameters. These were then measured using special control instruments and 
designated as reference measurements, constituting a so-called ”true estimation” 
of the road surface geometry. Certain parts of the reference surveys were repeated 
at least once as a control. This was done to obtain reference values for each 
parameter. 

Subsequent to this, each supplier conducted surveys on the test sections. The 
test procedure consisted of 5 to 10 runs at different speeds, such as 30, 50 and 70 
km/h. The results were then checked for their own internal consistency as well as 
compared to the reference values.  

In these surveys, the instructions are such that the influence of the driver on the 
results will be minimal. The data delivered must also follow a specified format. 

The test surveys performed during the summer and autumn of 1997 entailed 
trying to repeat the results from the corresponding surveys in 1996. Where there 
were discrepancies between the different types of equipment, a second objective 
was to try to find a way to ”inter-translate” the results or at least try to understand 
the reason for the discrepancy. 

The test surveys in 1997 were performed on three, 3 000 metre long continuous 
test sections, where only parts had been pre-surveyed for reference values. It was 
found that the method used in 1996, whereby shorter, specially selected sections 
were chosen for each individual parameter, provided a more reliable basis on 
which to make an evaluation. 

In 1996, there were eleven sections, each between 400 and 800 metres long and 
chosen to suit a particular characteristic. The tests had also shown that it is 
important to have an evenly distributed degree of difficulty, i.e. the variation in 
magnitude of the parameter. This is important to be able to compare the results 
from year to year. To minimise the influence of the driver on the results, a line 
was painted on the test section for the driver to follow. Two key factors were 
found in this context: where the actual line was painted on the road (either in one 
of the wheel tracks or between the lanes) and that the instruction was clear on how 
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to follow it. For the tests in1996, it was painted in the right wheel track and in the 
left for the tests in 1997 and 2000. Drivers found it easier to follow a guidance 
line in the left wheel track. 
 

Table 1 Summary of the programme for surveying the test sections from 1996 to 
2000. 

Year Number of 
sections 

Length per 
section (m) 

Runs Speed (km/h) 

1996 11 400–800 15 30, 50 and 70 
1997 3 3,200–3,600 10 50 and 70 
2000 9 200–1,200 15 30, 50 and 70 

 
 

6.3 Parameters surveyed 
The parameters included in the procurement were based on the SNRA’s Pavement 
Management System (PMS), regional maintenance and operation needs and on the 
SNRA’s General Technical Specifications (VÄG 94/ATB-VÄG). Certain of these 
are compulsory and the rest are referred to as ”other parameters”. Those that are 
compulsory, as given below, are defined in the SNRA’s Method Specifications 
MB103, 109 and 111. 
 

- IRI in the right wheel track 
- Maximum rut depth calculated from the total cross profile 
- Mean cross profile per 20 meter 
- Crossfall determined through the slope of the regression line and/or the slope 

of the surface line 
- Curve radius 
- Hilliness 
- Speed. 

 
6.4 Verification surveys – implementation and 

equipment 
In order to be able to obtain reference values for the parameters on the test 
sections, different equipment or combinations of equipment was used to perform 
reference surveys, depending on the parameter to be surveyed. The two most 
important types of equipment are described below. 
 
VTI TVP 
The static transverse profilometer (TVP) owned by the Swedish Road and 
Transport Research Institute (VTI) was used for reference measurements of rut 
depth. The TVP consists of a transverse beam on the front of a Volvo. The car is 
positioned with the beam across the section to be surveyed. Running across the 
beam is a laser that reads the distance to the road surface every 4 mm on a 400 cm 
wide cross-section of the road. Simultaneously, two stationary lasers at each end 
of the beam also read the distance to adjust for any movement in the car. There is 
also an inclinometer that collects the crossfall. This profile is determined every 
half metre in the direction of travel along the test section. Rut depth has then been 
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calculated through the ”wire surface” principle, whereupon a mean value of 40 
such rut depths is created, constituting a mean value for every 20 metres. A 
longitudinal frequency of 2 m was chosen to calculate crossfall. 
 

 
Figure 11 Measuring cross profile using the VTI-TVP. 

 
This value is then compared to the corresponding ones collected by the survey 
vehicles. There are several different rut depth references, e.g. reference 5 which 
means that a rut depth is determined via a theoretical model of the survey vehicle 
with a set number of measurement points at a set distance apart.  
- Reference 1 entails a rut depth calculated from a continuous cross profile over 

the actual lane width. See Figure 12. 
- Reference 2 entails a rut depth calculated from a continuous cross profile over 

the width of the vehicle with the lateral position that the equipment being 
tested should ideally have according to the painted guidance line. See Figure 
13. 

 

 
Figure 12 Rut depth determined by the VTI-TVP as per reference type 1. 
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Figure 13 Rut depth determined by the VTI-TVP as per reference type 2. 

 
- Reference 5 entails a rut depth calculated using the exact number of lasers 

and lateral position that the equipment being tested should ideally have 
according to the painted guidance line. See Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 14 Rut depth determined by the VTI-TVP as per reference type 5. 

 
VTI’s Primal 
Reference measurements for the longitudinal profile were performed in the right 
wheel track. The Primal equipment surveys the longitudinal profile on the road 
divided into 10-metre sections. The beginning and end of these 10-metre sections 
is determined horizontally and vertically using a Totalstation and aggregated into 
a longitudinal profile for the entire section. The Primal consists of a small remote-
controlled carriage that moves parallel to the road profile being surveyed. This 
carriage is steered by a laser beam. A receiver in the carriage connects to a 
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measurement wheel that follows the road profile as the carriage travels along the 
beam. The vertical distance between the measurement wheel and the laser beam 
describes the road profile and is sent by wireless communication to a computer 
that stores the data. 
 

 
Figure 15 Measuring longitudinal profile using the Primal equipment. 

 
6.5 Method of analysis – Test sections 
The analysis of the test sections was divided into three parts: 
- Accuracy 
- Repeatability 
- Speed dependency 
 
Accuracy 
Reference values were created for each particular parameter and used as a basis of 
comparison for the results obtained by the different suppliers. In relation to these 
reference values, two control intervals were created for each parameter within 
which the suppliers’ results, calculated as a percent, could be read. The 
appearance of the control intervals changed in 1996, 1997 and 2000. See Figure 
16. The reason for the change was to be able to distinguish distortions more 
clearly. 
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Figure 16 Principle behind the control intervals 1996, 1997 and 2000. 
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Table 2 Limit values for the control intervals. 
• Rut depth 
Interval 1 
±1 mm for ruts less than 7.5mm
±1 mm+5% for ruts greater than 7.5 mm

Interval 2 
±2 mm for ruts less than 7.5 mm
±2 mm+10 % for ruts greater than 7.5 mm

• IRI 
Interval 1 
±0.25 mm/m for IRI less than 2 mm/m 
±0.25 mm/m+5% for IRI greater than 2 mm/m

Interval 2 
±0.5 mm/m for IRI less than 2 mm/m 
±0.5 mm/m+10% för IRI greater than 2 mm/m

 
Repeatability 
The repeatability of the equipment was examined by repeating the survey 15 times 
on the same section. Repeatability is expressed as a standard deviation, calculated 
from data at the 20 m level from the 15 measurements. The correlation between 
all the combinations of measurements was also examined. For an example of the 
evaluation, see appendix 2. 
 
Speed dependency 
Since the 15 surveys were conducted at different speeds (30, 50 and 70 km/h) it 
was possible to study the speed factor. This was also presented in a diagram to 
obtain a relation to the level of the reference instrument. See appendix 3. 
 
6.6 Survey vehicles tested 
1996 
In 1996, two types of Laser RST, two types of the Profilograf, one Dynatest, one 
portable RST and an Axon 1 were tested. 
 
1997 
In 1997, two Laser RST and two Profilografs were tested. 
 
2000 
In 2000, two Laser RST and two Profilograf units, two types of single laser RST 
and an Axon 1 were tested. 
 
See appendix 1 for more detailed information about the survey vehicles taking 
part. 
 
6.7 Results from the test surveys 
Prior to the surveys, it was expected that the IRI values would be almost identical 
between the different types of equipment, and that the rut depth values delivered 
by the Profilograf could be somewhat higher. The reason for expecting that the rut 
depth values would differ was because of the different number of lasers used. 
These expectations were basically fulfilled. 

It was found that the lateral position of the survey vehicle when driving 
affected the results substantially. This could be ascertained through studying the 
driver’s ability to follow the painted guidance line. An improvement was seen 
between the first survey in 1996 and those in 2000. See appendix 4. 
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It could be established that the results differed between the different types of 
equipment. Comparisons between the years showed that the equipment with the 
lowest and highest mean value for IRI remained the same from 1996 to 2000. 

It can also be mentioned that the measurement results obtained were better in 
1996 and 2000 than in 1997, particularly with respect to IRI and rut depth. This 
was mainly due to the choice of test sections. In 1996 and 2000, some ten test 
sections were chosen on the basis of a good distribution for every parameter, as 
opposed to 1997 when three long test sections were selected with the intention to 
include both test and project level sections. 

Figure 17 to Figure 22 show the results obtained on the test sections in the 
various years. As surveying test sections was new for 1996 and 1997, the 
intention was only to compare the survey vehicles, with no requirements being 
placed on the results. The surveys in 2000 saw the introduction of requirements 
that should be met based on the experience acquired from the previous surveys. 
These have been added onto the following figures. 
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Figure 17 Percentage within the control interval for IRI right < 2.0 mm/m from 
1996 to 2000. 
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Figure 18 Percentage within the control interval for IRI right > 2.0 mm/m from 
1996 to 2000. 
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Figure 19 Percentage within the control interval for rut depth max < 7.5 mm 
from 1996 to 2000. 
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Figure 20 Percentage within the control interval for max rut depth > 7.5 mm 
from 1996 to 2000. 
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Figure 21 Standard deviation for IRI right in 15 repetitions from 1996 to 2000. 
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Figure 22 Standard deviation for max rut depth in 15 repetitions from 1996 to 
2000. 

 
6.8 Project level surveys 
The survey vehicles that took part conducted the measurements in compliance 
with the SNRA Method Specification for Project Level Surveys, MB 111.  

This means that the road project must be surveyed three times and an 
additional time if so needed after an on-site evaluation. In the tests conducted, all 
the suppliers carried out this fourth survey, after which the results were analysed 
in compliance with the method specification mentioned in the foregoing. 

The sections that were selected each year varied from new maintenance 
pavements to older worn sections. The length varied between 2 000 m and 
4 000 m and the number from 2 to 4. The aim was to survey at least one newly 
paved section and one that was older. 
 
Results from the project level surveys 
Of the four survey vehicles that conducted the complete project level survey of 
IRI, rut depth and crossfall, most of the vehicles succeeded with fully acceptable 
results . 

A comparison of the measurement values for the different survey vehicles that 
in a ”live situation” would have been used for project control in compliance with 
the General Technical Specifications (ATB-VÄG) showed certain discrepancies. 
This however was due to the fact that the project sections here contained some 
parts where there was a high degree of unevenness. Normally, a project level 
survey is conducted according to (ATB-VÄG) when a newly paved road is 
inspected prior to being opened to traffic. The results from the test sections had 
also shown that there were certain differences between the different types of 
equipment. A suggestion on how to handle these primarily systematic differences 
is to introduce so-called grey zones. This is described in chapter 9. 

Figure 23 to Figure 25 shows the mean IRI value on the project sections 
surveyed from 1996 to 2000. From these figures it can be seen that one type of 
equipment consistently gives the highest values while another consistently gives 
the lowest. It is important to keep in mind that different survey sites were used 
each year. 
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Figure 23 Project level survey of IRI 1996. 
 

Project level survey 1997
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Figure 24 Project level survey of IRI 1997. 
 

Project level survey 2000
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Figure 25 Project level survey of IRI 2000. 
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7 Implementation and results from road network 

surveys 
7.1 Procurement 1996, surveys 1996 and 1997 
Aim of the surveys 
The aim of the survey in 1996 was to examine whether the measurement 
equipment tested was able to meet the SNRA’s need for information on the road 
surface for the four years ahead, i.e. 1997–2000. The survey was to show the 
measurement accuracy of the different systems as well as whether their respective 
results were sufficiently intercom parable. The surveys in 1997 were intended to 
illuminate whether conversion between the measurement values from the different 
types of equipment would be possible (Profilograf and RST). Would it be possible 
through conversion to be able to use the two types of equipment 
contemporaneously? 
 

The road network surveys were to show more precisely the suppliers’ ability 
to: 

- relate the survey data to the road network in compliance with the road data 
bank, specific link length 

- deliver the data at the right time and at an acceptable level of quality 
- measure with good repeatability, reproducibility and comparability 
- conduct surveys in a real life environment 
- provide equivalent results when used in SNRA analysis models. 

 
The following concepts were basic to the analysis of the measurement results: 
- repeatability (ability to repeat measurement results with the same survey 

vehicle and crew) 
- reproducibility (ability to repeat the measurement results with another survey 

vehicle of the same type and a different crew) 
- comparability (same as reproducibility except with different types of 

equipment). 
 
Scope 
In 1996, 930 km were surveyed in the south-eastern region on three individual 
circuits. 370 km were surveyed again for quality control. The purpose of this was 
to provide input for calculating repeatability and reproducibility as well as to find 
out the degree of comparability. 

In 1997, three circuits were surveyed in the south-eastern region. The circuits 
covered 480 km and were surveyed five times with the same vehicle, and twice 
with a control vehicle. In the Mälardalen region two 450 km circuits were 
surveyed as normal, but with a greater proportion of quality control runs. The 
main purpose was to gather input for determining any possibility of cross-
correlation between the Profilograf and the Laser RST. Circuit runs 5 + 2 were to 
provide the basis for estimating correlation and would later be used to test the 
conversions on both circuits in the Mälardalen region. 

It was particularly important that the circuit contained both ”good and bad” 
roads, different traffic volumes and a composition of narrow, average width and 
wide roads. 
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After completing the road network survey, stationary profile measurements 
were performed on a few designated asphalt concrete surfaces that had already 
been surveyed very precisely by the VTI transverse profilometer. This 
measurement was included as a control station to examine such things as the 
calibration of the respective survey vehicles. It was found that this measurement 
was able to explain some of the discrepancies in the data from one of the survey 
vehicles. 
 
Results 
In the 1996 road network survey, it was first and foremost the ability of the 
suppliers to carry out ordinary road surface surveys that was tested. It was 
therefore no surprise that the supplier that succeeded best was the one that 
operated the Laser RST vehicles and who had had many years experience in 
surveying the Swedish road network. The implementation and results of the road 
network surveys in 1996 and 1997 are presented in the following points with the 
same disposition as for the purpose of the surveys: 

 
- Delivery of measurement data and how it is linked to the road alignment. 

The delivery of the data was checked and assessed on the grounds of delivery 
times, structure and format of the data files, scope of the compulsory and 
voluntary parameters, scope in relation to the driving plan and connection to 
the road network. 
 
Both suppliers were able to deliver the initial data by the appointed time. 
However, errors and irregularities meant that neither of them could be 
approved. One of the suppliers rectified the errors pointed out and delivered 
the revised data within a reasonable amount of time. 
 
This process became long drawn out in the case of the other supplier. Despite 
a relatively good level of quality in the initial delivery, it took about eight 
weeks before the data could be approved. 
 
The quality of the final delivery of data as regards the link between the data 
and the road alignment was good for one of the suppliers, while there were 
shortcomings in the link lengths measured by the other. 

 
- Repeatability, reproducibility, comparability 

One type of equipment that took part in the road network surveys showed 
good repeatability and reproducibility. The other showed insufficient 
reproducibility. It was not possible to determine good comparability between 
the different types of equipment, which confirmed what was found in1997.  

 
- The SNRA’s analysis models 

Road surface surveys are used as a basis for selecting road sections in need of 
maintenance. One aid in this context is priority classification. The division of 
road sections into four classes prio(rity) 1 to prio(rity) 4 take into 
consideration IRI and maximum rut depth, for example. When a priority 
classification was performed for each single survey vehicle, it was found that 
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only one supplier obtained the same proportion prio(rity) 1 for both survey 
vehicles. 

 
The work on the analyses was conducted simultaneously at the Road Engineering 
Division at the SNRA head office and by the statistics research unit at Stockholm 
University. The work was based on different ideas on how the analysis should be 
conducted to give a more comprehensive view of the measurement results. There 
was good consensus between the results from the different evaluations. 

A study was made of the intercorrelation for typical cases like different road 
widths, pavement types and traffic volumes. Typical cases of both high and low 
IRI and rut depth values were also studied. 

The analyses provided the following general results: 
- there was too great a difference in the results between the two Profilograf 

vehicles  
- conversion analyses produced both positive and negative differences when 

comparing the Profilograf with the RST vehicle. This meant, for example, 
that conversion could reduce the differences on one circuit but increase 
them in another. 

- the differences between the two Profilograf vehicles was probably partially 
due to the fact that they had different types of chassis. It could also have 
been due to the operators’ different driving techniques. The post-control 
involving stationary profile measurements revealed substantial differences 
between the Profilograf vehicles. 

 
The conclusion drawn after the surveys in 1997 was that although conversion 
could not be used to improve comparability, it should be possible to achieve a 
sufficient level of comparability through a more uniform driving pattern and 
higher reproducibility between the same type of equipment. 
 
7.2 Procurement 2000 
Aim of the surveys 
The aim of the surveys in the procurement in 2000 was basically the same as in 
1996. The difference could be explained by the fact that the experience gained in 
1996 and 1997 was used to achieve a more efficient design and implementation of 
the surveys and analyses. In other words, the SNRA wanted to study whether the 
survey equipment being tested could fulfil the need for information about the road 
surface – for the survey period. As in 1996, the supplier of road network surveys 
was required to have access to at least two survey vehicles, partially for reasons of 
productive capacity and back-up, and in part for use in project control. 

For more details on the aim of the surveys, see itemed description in the 
corresponding section for the 1996 procurement. Fundamental to the analysis of 
the survey results were the concepts of repeatability, reproducibility and 
comparability (section 7.1). 
 
Scope of surveys 
The surveys were conducted on four circuits in the vicinity of Linköping during 
two weeks in June 2000. 
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Figure 26 Map of the circuits. Circuit A – green, B – red, C –blue, D – black. 
 
Table 3 Circuits for road network surveys 2000. 

Circuit Length, km Characteristics 
A 89.4 High traffic volume roads with good standard geometrically 

and otherwise 
B 111.5 Average traffic volume roads with mediocre standard 

geometrically and otherwise 
C 173.8 Low traffic volume roads with low standard geometrically 

and otherwise 
D 61.3 Varied 

 
Each participating company conducted the surveys on the circuits and with the equipment 
and crews shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4 Survey programme for road network surveys 2000. 

Circuit Scope  
% of total 

length 

Code for 
survey 

Number of 
surveys 

Equipment (U) / Crew (B) Σ Surveyed 
length, km 

    U1 / B1 U2 / B2 U1 / B2 U2/ B1  

A, B, C 100 01 1 X    374.7 
A, B, C 100 01 1  X   374.7 
A, B, C 20 02 1   X  74.3 
A, B, C 20 02 1    X 74.3 

D 100 01–05 5 X    306.5 
D 100 01–05 5  X   306.5 
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Results 
The evaluation of the results was conducted by Road Engineering Division at the 
SNRA head office and by the statistics research unit at Stockholm University. The 
implementation and results of the road network surveys in 2000 are presented in 
the following points: 
  

- Delivery of measurement data and how it is linked to the road alignment 
The data deliveries were checked and assessed in the same way as in 1996–
97. 
Despite what had been experienced in 1996-97 with respect to the data 
delivery, the same problems concerning quality and delivery times occurred 
in 2000. Both suppliers could ultimately deliver data that linked well with the 
road alignment. 
 
Repeatability, reproducibility and comparability 
At the prequalification surveys, each supplier took part with two survey 
vehicles. These were used to test max rut depth with respect to the SNRA 
requirement on quality control of ordinary surveys. The specifications in the 
tender documents state that at least 80% of the 400 m sections must be 
approved when comparing the measurement data from the ordinary and 
quality assurance surveys. Further, the mean value for max rut depth obtained 
at the quality control survey may not differ from the mean value at the 
ordinary survey by more than 0.5 mm. These specifications concerning the 
combination of two survey vehicles were not completely met by one of the 
suppliers.  
 
The difficulty experienced in meeting the SNRA’s requirements on road 
network surveys was primarily due to one of the survey vehicles being all too 
uncertain (low repeatability) in the surveys. The estimated uncertainly was 
twice as great as for the other survey vehicles. 
 
The variance component analysis (see section 8.2) showed that during the 
prequalification surveys, the results were affected most by the differences in 
the survey vehicles and less by the crew operating the vehicle. 

 
The SNRA’s analysis models were not used to test comparability. The analysis of 
reproducibility showed that this was too low to continue such a study. 
 

 
8 Project approach and method design 
8.1 Test sections and road projects 
A suitable composition of test sections and road projects can be used to obtain a 
good picture of the performance of the different types of equipment with respect 
to measurement accuracy and repeatability. Even if the tests were designed to 
reduce the effect of the operator as far as possible, this is still an important factor. 

Since the surveys are conducted on non-permanent test sites, the results with 
respect to accuracy, repeatability, etc will not be fully comparable between the 
different test occasions. This is partially due to the fact that the same test sites 
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cannot be used on different survey occasions and partially because the condition 
changes at those test sites than can be used again. It would be desirable to have 
access to a permanent test site. 

If several pieces of equipment are being tested, there is the fear that these 
together, without any one of then deviating from the rest in any significant way, 
can end up showing a greater distribution than what the client finds desirable. Too 
wide a distribution in the input parameters can result in great uncertainty when 
using different tools of analysis. Neither can it be expected that the distribution is 
similar between different parameters. 

The results obtained from test sections and project level surveys cannot simply 
be translated to the road network as a whole for the following reasons: 

- The survey procedure varies. On the test sections, this involves starting from 
a standstill and assistance in lateral placement. 

- It is impossible for a limited number of test sections to be able to represent 
the entire paved road network. 

- For surveys at the road network level, minor systematic differences between 
the different types of equipment are noticeable. However, it can be difficult 
to distinguish these differences from random variations when analysing the 
results from the test surveys. 

 
8.2 Road network surveys 
Data from road network surveys must be comparable over time and between 
different parts of the country. If the SNRA were to choose to use several data 
suppliers (and types of equipment), decisions based on the data from road network 
surveys should not depend on what supplier or type of equipment that was used to 
collect data. If data from the different types of equipment is not directly 
comparable, conversion must be possible. Discrepancies can be related to the 
equipment or the driver and they can vary with respect to road surface 
characteristics as well as the road width and alignment. In other words, it is quite a 
complicated task to check comparability and set up conversion algorithms where 
necessary. The experience acquired in the surveys and analyses in 1997 has shown 
how very difficult it is first to analyse the reasons for the differences and then 
transform these into various conversion algorithms. Greater agreement between 
the survey results from different suppliers might be possible through a 
standardisation of the equipment and standardised operator training, including 
better course follow-up routines. 

One way to make clear the requirement on comparability is that if several types 
of equipment are used, it must be possible to conduct the survey with one of them 
and use another for quality control purposes without this meaning having to lower 
the requirements. One prerequisite for a conversion between different types of 
equipment to be possible at all is that each of these can show a sufficiently high 
level of reproducibility (limited distribution).  

Should we completely correct the systematic differences that we were able to 
determine from the foregoing test procedures? As previously mentioned, these can 
be due to both the equipment and the driver. Discrepancies that are the result of 
employees from different companies with different types of training and 
experience solving a problem in different ways are not sustainable. The best way 
to handle this could be some type of training and approval procedure that is 
independent of the supplier. 
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Statistical model to follow up road network surveys in different parts 
of the country 
As part of its quality management programme, the SNRA carries out production 
control to ensure that the survey procedure remains statistically controllable 
during the entire measurement season. Production control means that a sample of 
the road sections included in the ordinary surveys undergo a quality control 
survey every measurement season. These quality control surveys are performed by 
another crew and survey vehicle. The differences in the IRI and max rut depth 
results in the two surveys are calculated on every 400 m section. For the ordinary 
survey to pass approval, the following conditions must be met: 
- the mean value of the differences for the area of control must be within 

specified limits (control of systematic error). 
- 80% of the differences at the 400 m level must lie within specified limits 

(control of random error) 
- the correlation coefficient at the 400 m level must lie within specified limits 

(control of random error). 
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Figure 27 Principle behind quality control survey for IRI. 
 
The requirements must be met for every survey area. Survey areas are, for 
example, an  SNRA administrative region or county or the road categories 
national road, primary road and other county roads. The geographical division into 
survey areas makes it possible to control comparability between different parts of 
the country. 
 
Method to discover large variability within survey occasions 
In 1995, a method was developed at Stockholm University to determine whether 
variability is unacceptably large, in other words, whether there are too many large 
deviations between the two surveys while not necessarily in the same direction 
(plus or minus). These kinds of deviation are not seen if only the mean values are 
looked at. According to this method, at least 80% of the sections must fall within 
the specified limits. By keeping the same limits from year to year, an idea can be 
obtained on the change in reproducibility over the years. 
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Table 5 Outcome of the design 1994–2000. 

 IRI RUT DEPTH 
Year % outside the limits % outside the limits 
1994 14 18 
1995 14 16 
1996 15 19 
1997 10 15 
1998 12 12 
1999 11 9 
2000 11 9 

 
 

Statistical model to follow up road network surveys over the years 
A variance component model was used to explain the structure of error between 
the quality control surveys and ordinary surveys. To show the error structure, the 
model uses two variance components that describe the variation between the pair 
of survey vehicle days (τ2) and the variation within the pair of survey vehicle days 
(σ2). The measurements that refer to a pair of survey vehicle days are those for the 
400 m sections that are surveyed by a survey vehicle one day during the ordinary 
surveys and then (one or several weeks later) are surveyed by another survey 
vehicle during one and the same day in a quality control survey. 

Table 6 shows that τ2 are low and have been decreasing in recent years, 
especially in the case of rut depth measurements. τ2 measure the variation between 
pair of survey vehicle days, which could, for example, depend on the differences 
in driving patterns or instrument settings. σ2 is an indicator for the variation 
between the same pair of days, which for example could depend on the variation 
in how the vehicle is driven. If the measurement errors are the same (have the 
same distribution) for different vehicles and different days, τ2 is close to zero. 
This means that the surveys were conducted in the same way on different days 
and in all vehicles.  
 
Table 6 Variance components for the quality control survey programme 
1992–2000. 

 RUT DEPTH IRI 
Year τ2 σ2 τ2 σ2 
1992 0.010 0.029 0.0006 0.0043 
1993 0.017 0.029 0.0006 0.0056 
1994 0.008 0.033 0.0011 0.0053 
1995 0.009 0.029 0.0014 0.0060 
1996 0.011 0.025 0.0015 0.0042 
1997 0.008 0.016 0.0010 0.0033 
1998 0.006 0.018 0.0013 0.0047 
1999 0.005 0.014 0.0009 0.0035 
2000 0.004 0.018 0.0007 0.0044 

 
τ2 is the variation between pair of survey vehicle days. σ2 is the variation within 
pair of survey vehicle days. 
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Table 7 Description of the scope and variation for road sections in the quality 
control survey programme 1992–2000. 

Year days km/day mv(rut) sd(rut) mv(IRI) sd(IRI) 
1992 17 35 7.0 4.1 1.7 1.1 
1993 22 35 6.6 3.5 2.2 1.0 
1994 103 18 6.4 3.4 1.9 1.0 
1995 179 7 7.6 4.0 2.2 1.1 
1996 165 8 5.5 3.0 2.0 1.0 
1997 96 27 6.7 3.4 2.3 1.1 
1998 86 28 6.7 3.6 2.2 1.0 
1999 138 20 6.8 3.8 2.3 1.2 
2000 76 25 6.7 3.5 2.0 1.0 

 
Note: What is meant by days in the above is the number of individual days when 
the survey vehicle was used for ordinary surveys. Km/day is the average distance 
driven per survey vehicle per day during ordinary surveys. During 2000, ordinary 
surveys were conducted on 58 individual days of the calendar year. For the quality 
control surveys, this amounted to 26. Corresponding figures for 1999 are 95 and 
47 calendar days respectively. 
 
9 Project surveys at new construction and 

maintenance 
The SNRA uses measurements collected by survey vehicles as a quality control 
procedure in compliance with its General Technical Specifications (ATB-VÄG) in 
connection with the procurement of contracted works and at the inspection of 
maintenance projects. 

Requirements are set for IRI, max rut depth and crossfall. The data 
compilations are to cover measurement sections of  

- 20 m 
- 400 m 

and through the calculation of standard deviation over 400 metres. 
In connection with the inspection of contracted works it is important that the 

control instrument has a good level of accuracy and is not prejudicial to any party, 
either client or contractor. It is essential to be able to trust the survey results. 

The previous method specification for measurements using survey vehicles 
stated that the data should be obtained from one vehicle run. This means that the 
results cannot be checked for repeatability, which on several occasions this gave 
rise to discussions as to whether or not they were reliable, and it was subsequently 
discovered that incorrect results had actually been presented in one case. 

On the whole, this meant that a new method specification that would better 
verify the survey results was desirable. A new method specification was 
developed within the framework of the procurement of the road surface surveys in 
1996. 

Method specification VVMB 111:1998 ”Determination of longitudinal and 
transversal unevenness and crossfall on a road project using a survey vehicle” is, 
as pointed out in the title, to be used when surveying road projects and not for 
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road network surveys. VVMB 111 uses the following procedure to check ruts 
depth, IRI and crossfall: 

- three crossings by the survey vehicle (+ possible additional one if 
repeatability requirements are not met)  

- the median value measured on every 20 m section from the three crossings is 
used. 

 
The median value on 20 m is the measurement result for the project. These 20 m 
values are used to calculate standard deviation and the mean value per 400-metre 
section. The requirements on repeatability apply to the calculated 400 m mean 
values and standard deviation. If these requirements are met, the survey results are 
considered acceptable. 
 
Comments 
The requirements stipulated in the SNRA’s General Technical Specifications for 
the inspection of maintenance projects and at new road alignments refers to the 
entire road. However, the inspection is conducted where the majority of road users 
drive. Hence, the lateral position of the survey vehicle is such that: 
A – it follows visible rutting 
B – it drives in the centre of the traffic lane (non-visible rutting). 
 
The method specification has functioned well. Vehicle operators feel that they can 
leave the survey assignment with results they know are quality assured. Where 
there was poor repeatability and the “limits” in the method specification were 
exceeded, it was found that the operators had actually measured incorrectly. 
Correct results were obtained by conducting the survey again. This method of 
procedure has reduced the amount of discussion between client and contractor 
concerning the correctness of surveys. 

The General Technical Specifications (ATB-VÄG ) provide for verification 
with a straightedge as an alternative to using a survey vehicle. Due to the fact that 
the survey vehicle and straightedge are fundamentally completely different survey 
methods, they should never be interchanged and compared with each other to 
check the same characteristic as they will not necessarily give the same ultimate 
result. 

A survey vehicle should be used at those projects where the client/contractor 
places particularly high demands on the surface standard. The straightedge is to be 
regarded more as a simple method to be used by the contractor for his own control 
purposes or for random inspection. 
 
9.1 Grey zone 
For the four-year period between 2001 and 2004, five different suppliers of 
project level surveys have been approved by the SNRA. These five suppliers 
represent three different types of equipment. The results from the surveys on the 
test sections revealed systematic (although small) differences in the measurement 
values from the different types of equipment. Added to this are the random errors 
that could be due to such things as driving pattern. The overall uncertainty in the 
survey results can be summarised and expressed in so-called grey zones, in other 
words, intervals that with great certainty, for example at least 68% or 90%, 
contain the real (true) value (for IRI or rut depth). Since the intervals are double-
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sided it can be said that for a grey zone of 90% there is a 95% probability that 
they will be below the upper limit. 

The SNRA has recommended the use of grey zones in connection with road 
surface surveys for the inspection of new construction and re-surfacing works. 
Grey zones are calculated from the limit values in the General Technical 
Specifications (ATB-VÄG). If the value measured lies under the upper limit of the 
grey zone, the works will be approved (depending on the terms of contract). 

The choice of level for the grey zone, 68% or 90%, affects the risk assumed by 
the client or contractor. A grey zone at the 68% level reduces the client’s risk of 
having to accept works that have not been carried out satisfactorily, while 
increasing the contractor’s risk of satisfactory works not being approved as 
compared to a grey zone at the 90% level. In this way, the choice of level affects 
the risk with regard to payments of a ”bonus” or ”penalty”. 
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Figure 28 Schematic description of grey zones. 
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 Grey zone at the median of 3 runs, IRI per 20 m 
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Figure 29 Example of use of the grey zone for IRI per 20 m. 

 
How the diagram in Figure 29 is used is exemplified below: 
- the requirement for a new wearing course is 2 mm/m for IRI at the 20 m level. 
- from the diagram it can be seen that the values obtained from the survey 

vehicle below ca 2.20 mm/m can be accepted at the 90% interval. 
 
 
10 New parameters/indicators – continued deve-

lopments in technology 
By way of introduction, mention was made of the complexity of measuring and 
describing the condition of the road surface using different parameters. Included 
in this complexity is an enormous quantity of data, accurate surveys at high speed 
and not least of all handling and analysing this data aggregate. 

The development of new parameters is based on the needs of the user, new 
research findings, work in progress on standardisation as well as improvements in 
the field of measurement technology and analysis procedures for ”old 
parameters”. 

The development of new parameters is a matter of combining old and/or new 
ones in order to obtain clearer correlations to indicate various effects. One such 
example is the recently developed edge slump parameter; others could be 
indications of bearing capacity problems, the tendency towards water 
accumulation (pool index), the risk of low friction, available sight distance, etc. 

The implementation of a new generalisation model for nodes means that 
greater demands are being placed on positioning of the measurement data. In 
principle, this means that manual button pushing when passing a node is no longer 
sufficient. This explains the developments that have been seen with regard to 
satellite positioning (GPS).  

The development and implementation of new durable wearing courses means 
that the condition can be described better by characteristics other than the original 
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ones. This demands innovations in measurement technology. As modern wearing 
courses are less prone to obvious rutting, the need for maintenance is shown more 
by weaknesses in the road structure and cracking. Some existing surfaces are 
approaching the end of their technical life span and there is a need to locate these 
and survey their condition. This makes information on the presence of cracks 
more important. Methods are currently available for surveying cracks at the road 
network level using video technology and image processing. Image processing 
can probably also be used to describe surface defects other than cracks, for 
example, separation and stripping. 

Through a better description of the road surface geometry, for instance through 
denser coverage and better measurement accuracy, the survey vehicles can be 
used to produce road design input for pavement maintenance action. 

The existing parameters that describe longitudinal and transversal unevenness 
are high quality indicators (good repeatability and high accuracy) and are well 
established. Unfortunately however, they are often used incorrectly to explain 
characteristics completely other than what they have been developed for. What is 
needed is a campaign for more information about existing parameters, the models 
on which they are based and what they actually express. As it is the vertical 
unevenness along a line that is measured (two-dimensional), information is 
lacking about roll, in other words the movement of rotation around the x-axis 
(direction of travel) that can originate from the different unevenness in the two 
tracks (three-dimensional). This is probably one of the reasons why IRI is 
insufficient for describing comfort along the entire road surface. A model that 
would better measure this is the so-called full-car model (a four-wheel car model 
instead of IRI’s one-wheel model). A trend towards a more highly differentiated 
indicator can be expected. Different users have different demands both as 
concerns degree of detail as well as a description of performance characteristics. 
Since this parameter is being increasingly used for project quality control and 
thereby contract payments, a defined level of quality that can be defended legally 
is necessary. 

Another explicit area that requires descriptive indicators is ravelling at 
pavement works caused by interrupted placement of asphalt concrete. It is 
generally known that these areas are exposed to stripping and separation damage 
more quickly than others, which reduces their life span. By using the macrotexture 
measurement in survey vehicles, these could be detected relatively easily as 
irregularities in a new pavement surface. This parameter could be used as a 
performance requirement at contracted works, for example. 
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Table 1. Survey vehicles taking part 1996 to 2000. 

 1996 1997 2000 
Laser RST 2 types* 2 units** 2 units 
Profilograf 2 types 2 units 2 units 
Dynatest 1 units   
Axon 1 units  1 units 
Laser RST (single laser) 1 units  2 types 
* type – non-identical with respect to measurement system or company. 
** units –two identical measurement systems owned by one company 

Table 2. Configuration of survey vehicles taking part 1996. 

Type – designation Number of 
measurement 

points 

Surveyed 
width(m) 

Project level 
survey 

Project level 
survey 

Profilograf – Vehicle A 17 3.0-3.2  X 
Profilograf – Vehicle B 25 3.0-3.2 X X 
Dynatest – Vehicle C 11 2.9 X X 
Laser RST – Vehicle F 11 3.2 X X 
Laser RST – Vehicle G 17 3.2 X X 
Laser RST – Vehicle H 1  X  
Axon – Vehicle I 1  X  
 

Table 3. Configuration of survey vehicles taking part 1997. 

Type – designation Number of 
measurement 

points 

Surveyed 
width(m) 

Project level 
survey 

Project level 
survey 

Profilograf – Vehicle A 25 3.2 X X 
Profilograf – Vehicle B 25 3.2 X X 
Laser RST – Vehicle C 17 3.2 X X 
Laser RST – Vehicle D 17 3.2 X X 
 

Table 4. Configuration of survey vehicles taking part 2000. 

Type – designation Number of 
measurement 

points 

Surveyed 
width(m) 

Project level 
survey 

Project level 
survey 

Laser RST – Vehicle A 17 3.2 X X 
Laser RST – Vehicle B 17 3.2  X 
Laser RST – Vehicle C 1  X  
Profilograf – Vehicle G 17 3.2 X X 
Profilograf – Vehicle H 25 3.2  X 
Axon – Vehicle I 1  X  
Laser RST – Vehicle J 1  X  
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Table 1 Example of the correlation between all combinations of 15 measurements. 
 

Correlation IRI right (1287) Vehicle G 15 repeated measurements 
27:1 27:2 27:3 27:4 27:5 47:1 47:2 48:3 

27:1 1.00 
27:2 1.00 1.00
27:3 1.00 1.00 1.00 
27:4 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00
27:5 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00
47:1 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00
47:2 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00
48:3 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
47:4 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
48:5 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
68:1 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
67:2 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
67:3 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
68:4 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
68:5 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 

47:4 48:5 68:1 67:2 67:3 68:4 68:5
47:4 1.00 
48:5 1.00 1.00
68:1 0.99 0.99 1.00 
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67:3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
68:4 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
68:5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00  
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Figure 1 Presentation of standard deviation in relation to measured IRI value. 
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APPENDIX 3 
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Figure 1 Study of speed dependency and relationship between survey vehicle and verification 
surveys. 
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 Lateral position of supplier compared to guidance line
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Figure 1 Lateral position in relation to the painted guidance line for a tested vehicle in 1996. 
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Figure 2 Lateral position in relation to a painted guidance line for a tested vehicle in 2000.  
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